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Guide:  SiC Ocean guide (Fuji)          Reel Seat: DPS20(Fuji)          Joint: Grip joint

GT game...  Although GT bite lure aggressively and �ght extremely 
hard, you will be required to manipulate lure as carefully and 
delicately as possible if you want to get result. 
Of course, rod for GT is required versatility to be adjusted various 
lures which has been segmetalized to catch selective �sh. We have 
tested these 3 models at tough �elds such as southern islands of 
Japan over and over to shape our ideal of GT rod. Lightness to cast all 
day long, usability to respond anglers will, toughness and torque to 
keep initiative…reconcile these con�icting elements. We dedicate 
these series to anglers who are pursuing and aiming GT seriously. 

a.520mm
b.780mm
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Suitable reel size   D:6500 / S:14000～18000

a.520mm
b.790mm
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Suitable reel size   D:6500 / S:14000～18000

a.520mm
b.780mm
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Suitable reel size   D:6500 / S:14000～18000

a.520mm
b.780mm
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Suitable reel size   D:6500 / S:14000～18000

This have been designed to be li�le lighter than 711/10Dual to enable anglers to use light line 
to cast long distance and to manipulate lure more delicately. You will be no�ced some 
characteris�cs when you used pencil bait especially and once you hooked huge GT up, you 
must feel massive power from bu� sec�on for sure.  You will be surprised that ability of cast 
and force of res�tu�on which is hidden in blank of 80/8Dual thanks to technology of 
NANOALLOY® from TORAY. Which means that burden of anglers should be reduced scenically. 
Trget：GT・Yellowfin Tuna・Large kingfish/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

BLUE REEF 80/8  Dual

2pcs    Length: 2495mm    Weight: 373g    Price:
Lure: Max 160g　Line: Max PE 8　Drag Max: 13kg/45°

This is the model which is good at manipula�ng diving pencil sensi�vely as“S�ck 
Bait”suggests. It have been loaded flexibility on �p sec�on to manipulate diving pencil 
without popping it out of surface not only at short stroke ac�on but also long stroke ac�on…. 
Keep fish under control at your own will with bu� sec�on which have been loaded enough 
toughness. We believe that you will choose this 711/8 whenever you go to fish because of that 
characteris�c as such as well-balanced blank, excellent feeling of cast, and high operability. 
This will be recommended for not only GT but also for huge kingfish or yellowfin tuna.
Trget：GT・Large kingfish・Yellowfin Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait

BLUE REEF 711/8  StickBait

2pcs    Length: 2470mm    Weight: 395g    Price:
Lure: Max 160g　Line: Max PE 8　Drag Max: 13kg/45°

This is high power model of 711/8. Even though this is for diving pencil mainly, It has been 
designed to be li�le more s�ffer than 711/8 so it will cover various ac�on as such as cas�ng 
large lure heavier than 100g for long distance or manipula�ng popper with small face cup.  
Belly sec�on of it will absorb the weight of fish to reduce physical burden of anglers and  
angler will be able to li� huge fish while loading angler’s weight thanks to that tough bu� 
sec�on. This will be recommended to anglers who requires that one for both diving pencil and 
small face cup popper.
Trget：GT・Yellowfin Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

BLUE REEF 711/10   Dual

2pcs    Length: 2470mm    Weight: 400g    Price:
Lure: Max 200g　Line: Max PE 10　Drag Max: 15kg/45°

Most powerful model in BlueReef series. Design of this blank enable anglers to manipulate 
from large diving pencil to popper with large cup face.  Because of toughness and s�ffness 
loaded on this blank, anglers have to load their weight on the rod while figh�ng. But if you 
could do that properly, it will be your reliable arm for sure. Even you are manipula�ng lure in 
long distance, you will be able to handle it at your own will as directly as if it is nearby. Tend to 
be monotonous rhythm when you aim GT, 710/10 will enable you to manipulate lure in various 
way of ac�on.
Trget：GT・Yellowfin Tuna/ Lure：S�ck Bait・Popper with small cup face

BLUE REEF 710/10  Chugger

2pcs    Length: 2415mm    Weight: 390g    Price:
Lure: Max 220g　Line: Max PE 10　Drag Max: 15kg/45°

Target / GT・Kingfish・Yellowfin Tuna
BLUE REEF / Boat GT Series / 4 Line up 

※These images are not illustrated on the full 
potential or characteristics of rods. Please 
understand that these pictures are taken 
under the limited situation, it was loaded with 
weight on rods gently.

BlueSniper & BLUE REEF / Bending Curve / Load 3kg

Stiff
ness

Characteris�c of rods for boat cas�ng will be differed because of 
lure that you use, or style of your fishing. For example, rods for tuna 
are more flexible to reduce burden of angler, rods for GT are s�ffer 
to stop the powerful swim of GT and land it quickly. If you use diving 
pencil mainly, be�er choose rod with flexible �p or use popper 
mainly, be�er choose rod with s�ff �p.

Power

Boat-Casting Model  Comparison Table ※Comparison chart shows strength and stiffness visually. But it is based 
on reference value from the concept of design so the feeling of stiffness 
and strength of these rods is depend on personal equation. And also 
please note that the stiffness doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

Dorado  Bonito

Yellowtail

Kingfish

Bluefin Tuna

ＧＴ

Yellowfin Tuna
BS 81/2

BS 70/2

BS 79/3

BS 75/4

BS 82/4

BS 80/5
BS 82/6

BS 81/6B

BS 85/4C
BS 81/8B

BS 81/10B

BR 711/8
BR 80/8

BR 711/10

BR 710/10

●→BlueSniper Boat-Casting

●→BlueSniper Blacky TUNA-Model

●→BlueSniper Canary

●→BlueReef

81/6 Blacky 70° 81/8 Blacky 70° 81/10 Blacky 70°

●→BlueSniper（Rod in dark gray）
●→BlueSniper85/4 Canary（Rod in blue）
●→BLUEREEF（Rod in red）

These are comparison images of BlueSniper series and BlueReef series which 
were loaded 3kg weight on �p.BlueSniper 85/4 Canary have been designed to 
aim yellow fin tuna and large king fish. It has high ability of cas�ng and 
manipula�ng lure and once fish is on, you will be able to stop and hold these 
big target. 80/8 which is new for BlueReef series enable you to manipulate 
various lures and cast a distance without any stress. Of course enough power 
is loaded to bu� sec�on as GT rod. 
Blacky series are not on this table because quite hard to see the 
characteris�cs of Blacky series from angle of other rods. Although �p sec�on 
of Blacky series will bend as same as 85/4, bu� power of these are almost as 
same as BlueReef series. These have been designed to enable you to hold 70 
degrees while fish is on.By doing so, poten�al of power which is hidden in bu� 
sec�on will be brought out.
※Please note that only Blacky series can be held 70 degrees angle.

BS70/2

BS79/3

BS81/2

BS75/4

BS82/4

BS80/5

BR711/8

BR711/10

BR80/8

BR710/10

BS85/4Ca

BS82/6

BlueSniper & BLUE REEF
Load 3kg
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Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide+SiC stainless frame LDB guide(Fuji)　　Reel Seat: Spining Model VSS16 /  Overhead reel Model TCS16(Fuji)      Joint: Put over Ferrule

I�METAL game is established as a one of o� shore game 
recent year.
Rod for this technical game is required high sensitivity and 
operability.
We present you tubular tip model which is employed power and 
sensitiveness, also solid tip model which is loaded high 
usability to let you lure delicately. You can choose spinning 
model or overhead reel model for both tubular tip model and 
solid tip model.  Length of these series are standardize 6�9inch 
to sustain both forte of long rod and short rod. �ese will cover 
almost all situations of I�METAL game.
�e lightness, sensitivity, and information which rod transmits 
will be the huge advantage of anglers for sure. 
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a.365mm
b.455mm

a.365mm
b.455mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

Suitable reel size   D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

a.420mm
b.530mm

a.420mm
b.530mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓100~200 / S︓100~200

Suitable reel size   D︓100~200 / S︓100~200

Light weight of blanks transmits movement and vital informa�on of squid well and 
moderate s�ffness allow you to manipulate heavier lure at your will. It is good to be 
used at deep or rapid current area or when you aim large squid. Tubular �p spinning 
model have versa�lity for squid fishing from the boat on shallow area.

BattleWhip 69L-S  IKA METAL  Tubular Tip  Spinning Model

2pcs    Length: 2075mm    Weight: 79g    Price:
Lure: Egi ~80g   Line: PE 0.4~1

This is the overhead model which is same blanks as spinning model. Compared to 
spinning model, your will be able to control the range of water easier. It will be 
advantage of anglers when you faced tougher situa�on than usual. Making use of 
retrieving power of overhead reel, you can search deeper area lure them out more 
aggressively with this model. 

BattleWhip 69L-B  IKA METAL  Tubular Tip   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2075mm    Weight: 97g    Price:
Lure: Egi ~80g   Line: PE 0.4~1

This is the solid �p model which have go�en very high sensi�vity on �p sec�on. You 
can feel vital informa�on from not only sense which is transmi�ed through blanks 
but also from the slightest response of solid �p. It is very good at cas�ng and luring 
quickly when targets are staying near the surface.  

BattleWhip 69LS-S  IKA METAL  Solid Tip  Spinning Model

2pcs    Length: 2075mm    Weight: 90g    Price:
Lure: Egi ~70g   Line: PE 0.4~1

If you aim squid on same range persistently, this overhead reel model with solid �p 
is going to be the best partner for sure. Solid �p will tells you what is going on inside 
of water and how is the reac�on of squid when you jerk, shake and stay your lure. 
Although �p sec�on is very flexible of course, moderate s�ffness and power are 
loaded on belly and bu� sec�on.

BattleWhip 69LS-B  IKA METAL  Solid Tip   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2075mm    Weight: 106g    Price:
Lure: Egi ~70g   Line: PE 0.4~1
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These are comparison images of tubular �p 
model and solid �p model which are loaded 120g 
weight on �p. These have got same power on 
bu� sec�on. Tip sec�on of solid �p model is 
painted in white to no�ce even li�le touch of 
squid visibly. Fluorescent paint is on the guides of 
�p sec�on of tubular model to strike in the dark. 

Solid Tip Model

Tubular Tip Model

Target / Squid

BattleWhip / IKA METAL Series / 4 Line up 

BlueCurrent TZ NANO / BlueCurrent TZ / BlueCurrent / BlueCurrent Bait
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Guide: TORZITE �tanium frame K Guide（Fuji）           Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)          Joint: Put over Ferrule

This rod which has been built with NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY is for 
special situa�on. It achieved high sensi�vity and usability of various lures without 
loosing repulsive force of rod even in the rapid current. The poten�als of this rod 
will be shown mostly at the field where the experts likes.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・etc / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Sinker

BlueCurrent 77 TZ/NANO  Stream Special

2pcs    Length: 2310mm    Weight: 74g    Price:
Lure: Plug 2～9g / Rig 1.5～13g   Line: PE 0.3~0.8

If you wish to deliver light weight of jig head farther than ever and manipulate it as 
you want, we are sure that 83TZNano will make you sa�sfy. Flexibility and 
sensi�vity of blanks enable you to manipulate light weight of plug delicately even 
you have delivered it farther than you have expected and you can manipulate it as 
you are at close range. Blanks bend smoothly like seamless even fish run toward 
you closer than expected and repulsive force will be enhanced more and more. If it 
is rough condi�on at closer range of you, you can fight without anxious thanks to 
ability of reshaping itself speedy and forcefully a�er bend deeply.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・etc / Lure：Jig head・Small Sized Rig・Small Sized Plug

NEW BlueCurrent 83 TZ/NANO  Flex

2pcs    Length: 2520mm    Weight: 73g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.8~5g / Rig 1.8~10.5g / Plug 1.5~8g  Line: PE 0.2~0.6 

If you want to do everything in light game category, we think that BlueCurrent 85/TZ 
will make your dream come true. Every range of water will be covered with light line 
by BlueCurrent 85/TZ which have been go�en sensi�veness and toughness. Blanks 
with NANOALLOY® technology will support you to sense �ny contact from fish and 
to pull fish up to surface of the sea smoothly. You will never lose ini�a�ve even if you 
hook big one up accidently. You will be able to aim Rock Fish, Black Sea Bream, 
Seabass (aim from top water to deep water), Horse Mackerel or even squid. 
Target：Anything/ Lure：Anything

BlueCurrent 85 TZ/NANO  All Range

2pcs    Length: 2570mm    Weight: 80g    Price:
Lure: 3~21g   Line: PE 0.4~1 Lure: 3~21g   Line: PE 0.4~1

Actually, it is all depends on your imagina�on to pull out the infinite poten�al of this 
93TZNano All-Range. We have extended length and enhanced power of 85TZNano 
All-Range to cover farther range and tougher target. 85TZNano have been tuned as 
93TZNano while keeping high sensi�vity and manipulability even though massive power 
have been loaded on bu� sec�on. Of course, you can use it for Horse Mackerel or rockfish, 
it works for black sea bream, seabass or even for squid. As we men�oned, poten�al of 
93TZNano All-Range become unlimited depending on your skill and imagina�on.
Target：Anything/ Lure：Anything

NEW BlueCurrent 93 TZ/NANO  All Range

2pcs    Length: 2825mm    Weight: 90g    Price:

As same as 58TZ, BlueCurrent 62TZ Nano have go�en sharpness within blanks 
themselves and once fish is on, its bend nice and smoothly from �p to bu� sec�on. 
Thanks to NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY, you can keep fish under control at 
your own will and you cast lure with minimum mo�on so you do not have to worry 
about rough condi�on if you choose it. We have sharpened this 62TZ up to 
manipulate both jig head and plug delicately with high sensi�vity. Manipulate lure, 
sense the small bite, strike, and fight under your ini�a�ve… You will be able to enjoy 
the all of elements of light game with it for sure. 
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug

BlueCurrent 62 TZ/NANO  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 1880mm    Weight: 53g    Price:
Lure: JH ~3g   Line: NY・FC 1~3lb

This is specialized model for jig head game which is employed high sensi�vity, 
smoothness, and flexibility on blanks. Although it is nice and flexible, the sharpness 
and speed of blanks are progressed while reducing unwanted wobble of �p sec�on.
Taking full of advantage of NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY, it has been 
achieved seamless bend curve and incredible repulsive force that let you enjoy not 
only big mackerel or rockfish but also even a small target. Absolute power and 
ultrahigh sensi�vity are united in blanks of this 67TZ/NANO. 
Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jighead・Small Sized Plug

NEW BlueCurrent 67 TZ/NANO  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 2020mm    Weight: 61g    Price:
Lure: JH ~5g / Plug ~3.5g   Line: PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~3lb

71TZNano is most regular ac�on in BlueCurrent Jig head special series. Although this is 
specialized model for jig head game, you can approach to target with slow retrieving 
of small plug or light rig. The sensi�vity while you are retrieving is high enough to sense 
slightly changes of current and �ny vital informa�on. Fish will take your lure without 
strangeness and blanks will bend smoother like seamless while on figh�ng. You will 
rearise that is what we are pursuing as a rod smith for light game rod.  Of course, the 
poten�al of 71TZ Nano can be shown with PE line and also NY or FC line.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Small Sized Rig・Small Sized Plug

NEW BlueCurrent 71 TZ/NANO  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 2175mm    Weight: 63g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Rig ~7g / Plug 1.6~4.5g   Line: PE ~0.4 / NY・FC 1~4lb

This is the special tuned model which enable anglers manipulate various weight of 
jigs from micro sized to 15g weight because of moderate strain of �p sec�on. We 
have chosen NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY on bu� sec�on for extra 
muscle. Its innova�ve to a material from TORAY LTD to achieve a high performance 
of manipula�on and sensi�veness. Although you might sense the strain of blanks, 
it will work as tenacity to land fish smoothly.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・etc / Lure：Metal jig

BlueCurrent 72 TZ/NANO  Jig Special

2pcs    Length: 2185mm    Weight: 70g    Price:
Lure: Jig 1.5~15g   Line: PE 0.3~0.8

a.265mm
b.330mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓1000~2000 / S︓1000~C2000

b.350mm
a.290mm
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Suitable reel size  D:2000 / S:2000～C2500

a.325mm
b.390mm
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a.310mm
b.375mm
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Suitable reel size  D:2000～2500 / S:2000～C2500

a.335mm
b.400mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓2500 / S︓2500~C3000

2019 New model

BlueCurrent TZ NANO
TORZITE Guide・Nano Blanks Series / 8 Line up

BlueCurrent TZ/NANO series are �ag ship models which are 
�lled with our knowledge and techniques of designing blanks 
of light game.
Once you �sh with this series,  you notice the lightness and high 
sensitivity, casting feel that never get unwanted wobble and 
massive power hidden in bu� section will be increased when it 
is bent. In 2019, 4 new models added to TZ/NANO series. 
Various length, various type of power, and various kind of 
characteristics to cover various situations and target that 
anglers have to face. 
New TZ/NANO models support anglers who will never stop 
exploring to �nd new method and tactics on your own.

a.270mm
b.335mm
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Suitable reel size  D:2000 / S:2000～C2500

a.265mm
b.330mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓1000~2000 / S︓1000~C2000

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockfish
Black Sea Bream・Seabass etc

Suitable reel size  D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000a.205mm
b.275mm
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Suitable reel size  D:2000 / S:2000～C2500
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Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)      Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)          Joint: Put over Ferrule

BlueCurrent 58TZ is technical short length model which have been designed to be 
enable anglers to strike aggressively or let hooks on fish mouth almost automa�cally 
with high operate ability of lures. Although, this is specialized model for jig head, so 
you can twitch and jerk jig head at will of course, you can cast �ny plug up to 3g and 
give it ac�on delicately as you wish to.  It have go�en wide range of release point 
thanks to flexibility of blanks even though it has employed sharpness and lightness 
and it will bend nicely to pull fish up to surface with extra muscle hidden inside of it. 
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Plug

BlueCurrent 58/TZ  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 1730mm    Weight: 50g    Price:
Lure: JH ～3g   Line: NY・FC 1～3lb

This model has been designed specially to enable anglers to earn the distance and 
improve the manipula�on performance under using the jig head. You will be able to 
cast 1g jig head line drive. Since the guide has become much lighter as it used to, TZ 
model has been loaded with more sensi�ve �p sec�on. On the result of that, we 
have achieved a greater level of cas�ng feelings and manipula�on.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 65/TZ  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 1960mm    Weight: 58g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.2～5g   Line: PE 0.2～0.4 / FC 0.8～3lb

This is the only model that almost has equal cas�ng feelings as JH65/TZ. It has been 
designed to cover heavy weight jig heads and earn the distance. Bring this rod to 
field where you are required to cast from the height or cast long distance. Also it 
has been loaded with tough bu� power.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 610/TZ  Jighead Special

2pcs    Length: 2088mm    Weight: 61g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.3～6g   Line: PE 0.2～0.4 / FC 1～3.5lb

Thisi s the basic model of BlueCurrent  TZ series for light game. we have redesigned 
blanks to make �p sec�on more sensi�ve than previous model. You will be able to 
handle various items that are from jig head and sinker rigs with it. Because of this high 
sensi�vity, high controllability, you will be able to fish delicately at your own will. 
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

BlueCurrent 72/TZ 

2pcs    Length: 2195mm    Weight: 63g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.2～5g / Rig 0.2～7ｇ   Line: PE 0.2～0.6

It will cover various situa�ons with various kind of lures as such as jig head, sinker, 
or plug. Although it have been loaded sensi�ve and flexible �p sec�on to 
manipulate jig head, power of bu� sec�on is enough to stop running of good sized 
horse mackerel and rock fish. It is also well balanced for using top water plugs.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・Black Sea Bream
Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

BlueCurrent 76/TZ 

2pcs    Length: 2288mm    Weight: 69g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.3～5g / Rig 0.3～10ｇ / Plug 1.8～7g   Line: PE 0.3～0.6

This BlueCurrent 76 Stream have been designed to let you manipulate various size 
of plugs around 5cm for horse mackerel and rock fish, around 6 to 9cm for seabass 
and black sea bream. If you wish to aim target on surface of water with plugs, this 
specialized model which is enable you to manipulate top water plug delicately, 
twitching minnow or retrieving sinking pencil going to be your big help. Moderate 
s�ffness on �p and belly sec�on will let you fish with seamless ac�on. Although 
seabass and black sea bream are main target of 76 Stream, it is good to be used for 
plugging game of horse mackerel and rock fish as well. 

NEW BlueCurrent 76  Stream

2pcs    Length: 2290mm    Weight: 81g    Price:
Lure: MAX 12g   Line: PE 0.3~0.8

“BlueCurrent TZ” series are �lled with accumulated knowledges 
and technologies of experienced cra�smen of YAMAGA Blanks.
We have reached to an answer how BlueCurrent supposed to be 
by combination of TORZITE ring guide and well-trimmed 
blanks. Although you will feel sharpness when you cast and 
manipulate, we believe that you can enjoy smooth bending curve 
when you are on �ghting. We present you 3 for jig head and 2 for 
various method.

a.290mm
b.355mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓2000 / S︓2000~2500a.300mm
b.365mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2000 / S:2000~2500

a.270mm
b.335mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2000 / S:C2000

a.265mm
b.330mm
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Suitable reel size   D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

a.240mm
b.305mm
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Suitable reel size   D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

a.200mm
b.270mm
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Suitable reel size   D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

Guide: TORZITE �tanium frame K Guide（Fuji）    Reel Seat: VSS16(Fuji)　　Joint: Put over Ferrule

BlueCurrent TZ 
TORZITE titanium frame K Guide Series / 5 Line up 

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・Black Sea Bream etc

BlueCurrent Ⅲ 
SiC-S stainless frame guide BlueCurrent Third generation 

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockfish
Black Sea Bream・Seabass etc

New model
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Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)          Reel Seat: IPS16(Fuji)          Joint: Put over Ferrule Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide+SiC-S titanium frame RV Guide on butt guide (Fuji)     Reel Seat: PMTS17(Fuji)     Joint: Put over Ferrule         

We have been pursuing that how we keep “BlueCurrent” low budget 
while achieving high performance of casting, handling, durability 
and sensitiveness as a high quality �shing equipment for light target 
of salt water. Even though all of these models have sensitive and 
�exible tip section to reduce the chance of losing �sh, the strong 
repulsive power on bu� section will allow anglers to apply good 
amount of pressure on �sh and land it smoothly. 

a.210mm
b.270mm
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Suitable reel size   D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

a.265mm
b.325mm Suitable reel size   D:1000～2000 / S:1000～C2000

a.270mm
b.330mm Suitable reel size   D:2000 / S:C2000

a.300mm
b.360mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2000 / S:2000～2500

a.325mm
b.385mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2000 / S:C2000～2500

a.215mm
b.335mm
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Suitable reel size  Overhead reel for Finnesse game

a.245mm
b.365mm
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Suitable reel size  Overhead reel for Finnesse game

a.265mm
b.385mm
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Suitable reel size  Overhead reel for Finnesse game

BlueCurrent / Overhead reel Model 
SiC-S stainless frame guide Series / 3 Line up

BlueCurrent overhead models are designed to cast and 
manipulate light weight of lure without any stress. �e high 
sensitivity transmits movement and vital information of even 
small target or slightly changes of current so you can deliver 
light jig head where you wish to.
We present you 63 & 71 for light game with jig head and also 
78NANO for wide range of target of light game category as 
such as black sea bream or seabass.

When you face the situa�on that you need to cast float rig a farther, we recommend 
you to choose this BlueCurrent 82F Nano. You can cast even heavy float rig 
comfortably and keep large horse Mackerel or Rock fish under control at your own 
will thanks to massive power of bu� sec�on with NANOALLOY® technology from 
TORAY. On the other hand, �p sec�on with ul�mate sensi�veness make you sense 
even micro bite of spooky fish.Of course you can cast and manipulate sinker, plug or 
metal jig without any stress.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Float Rig・Sinker・Plug・Small Sized Metal jigs

BlueCurrent 82F NANO

2pcs    Length: 2495mm    Weight: 80g    Price: 
Lure: Max 18g    Line: Max PE 0.6

We have tried to load to 510 most delicate �p sec�on ever as tubular blank and 
more power will be loaded to bu� sec�on when it is bent while keeping sharpness 
as short rod. You will be able to cast and manipulate �ny jig head such as less than 
0.5g without any stress and also it have been go�en enough power on bu� sec�on 
to keep large one under control as a well-balanced rod for jig head fishing.
Target：Horse Mackerel / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 510

2pcs    Length: 1780mm    Weight: 59g    Price:
Lure: JH ~3g   Line: NY・FC 1~3lb

This is long length and mul�purpose model of 63 overhead for anglers to manipulate 
not only jig head but also plug or micro jig. It is of course suit for Horse mackerel (Aji), 
also you will be able to keep rockfish or black sea bream under control and land it 
smoothly thanks to that enough bu� power. These 63,71 are also works well for 
game off the boat. 
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Plug

BlueCurrent 71  Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2160mm    Weight: 80g    Price:
Lure: Max 8g   Line:  Max PE 0.8

If you are required to cast a long distance, we recommend you to pick this. This 
versa�le overhead model enable you to manipulate sinker, plugs and jigs then you 
can aim not only horse mackerel and rockfish but also black sea bream and seabass 
because of that accuracy of cast and amazing power of bu� sec�on.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・Black Sea Bream
Lure：Sinker・Plug・Small Sized Metal jigs

BlueCurrent 78  NANO  Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2335mm    Weight: 87g    Price:
Lure: Max 15g   Line:  Max PE 0.8

If you use jig head weight around 1～2g mainly or even 0.5g, we recommend you to 
choose this 63 overhead model. You will be able to sense �ny contact of fish when jig 
head is falling and you can manipulate jig head for wind game around 2～3g at your 
own will then set hook on aggressively because of blanks that well balanced and well 
designed. Although it is overhead model, you will cast long distance as well as you do 
with spinning reel thanks to combina�on of this blanks and latest overhead reels.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head

BlueCurrent 63  Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 1920mm    Weight: 76g    Price:
Lure: Max 5g   Line:  Max PE 0.6

Compared to the previous model, the cas�ng of lighter jig heads have been improved 
with a sharper cas�ng feel. The sensi�vity of blanks has also been improved for 
anglers to even sense the slightest changes in the bites, resul�ng in a swi� and 
smooth hooking. This will become your basic model as an all rounder Aji game rod.
Target：Horse Mackerel / Lure：Jig head

2pcs    Length: 2042mm    Weight: 68g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Sinker 1.8~6g    Line: PE 0.2~0.4 / NY・FC 1~3lb
BlueCurrent 68

The �p is flexible enough to even capture the bites of the smallest of fish, yet having an 
overall sharp feeling to it. With its outstanding cas�ng ability and the wide range of the 
release point, it is great for all levels of anglers. We have managed to create a very 
versa�le rod for not only targe�ng the Aji, but also for the Mebaru (rock fish) game.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

2pcs    Length: 2230mm    Weight: 74g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.3~5g / Sinker 1.8~8g    Line: PE 0.2~0.5 / NY・FC 1~4lb

BlueCurrent 74

�������������
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This is a long length rod ideal for the rock fish game or Aji game off the rocks or areas 
that require long distance cas�ng. You will be shocked to feel the lightness of this 8� 
rod and how sharp the cas�ng feel is. The quality and performance of the blank is 
astounding when considering this price range.The high sensi�vity in the long 
distance range and the flexible yet strong bu� will effec�vely bring in your fish. We 
offer a new dimension for your light game.
Target：Horse Mackerel・Rockfish / Lure：Jig head・Sinker・Plug

2pcs    Length: 2440mm    Weight: 80g    Price:
Lure: JH 0.5~5g / Sinker 1.8~10g    Line: PE 0.3~0.6 
BlueCurrent 80

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・Black Sea Bream etc
BlueCurrent / SiC-S stainless frame guide Series / 5 Line up 

Target / Horse Mackerel・Rockfish・Black Sea Bream etc
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Stiff
ness

Power

BC510

BC68Ⅱ

BC74Ⅱ

BC80Ⅱ

BC63B

BC71B

BC78B

BC76ST

BC58T

BC62TN

BC67TN

BC71TN

BC65T

BC610T

BC72T

BC76T

BC72TN

BC82FBC77TNBC83TN

BC85TN

BC93TN
This is characteris�cs comparison of BlueCurrent series. We 
have put an importance on sensi�veness and toughness as 
a favor of natural bending curve. S�ffness which is on this 
table have been caused by feeling when you actually fish 
and speed of pulling fish up to surface. On the other hand, 
we have considered that power on this table have been 
caused by the biggest size of fish according to limit of 
strength of line. ●→BlueCurrent TZ NANO

●→BlueCurrent TZ

●→BlueCurrent

●→BlueCurrent Overhead reel Model

BlueCurrent  Comparison Table

※Comparison chart shows strength and stiffness 
visually. But it is based on reference value from 
the concept of design so the feeling of stiffness 
and strength of these rods is depend on personal 
equation. And also please note that the stiffness 
doesnʼt mean the breaking strength.

82F/NANO

93TZ
NANO

72TZ
NANO

62TZ
NANO

76TZ

72TZ

610TZ

65TZ58TZ

85TZ/NANO

77TZ/NANO

83TZ/NANO

67TZ/NANO

71TZ/NANO

80Ⅱ

74Ⅱ

68Ⅱ510

B63

B71

76ST

B78
NANO

BlueCurrent TZ/NANO & BlueCurrent TZ / Bending Curve / Load 250g

BlueCurrent SiC-S stainless frame guide model & BlueCurrent Bait model

Bending Curve / Load 250g

BlueCurrent TZ/NANO & BlueCurrent TZ
Load 250g

BlueCurrent & BlueCurrent  Overhead reel Model
Load 250g

●→BlueCurrent TZ/NANO NEW Model of 2019（Rod in Orange）
●→BlueCurrent TZ/NANO（Rod in Green）
●→BlueCurrent TZ（Rod in Black）

●→BlueCurrent 76 Stream（Rod in Orange）
●→BlueCurrent（Rod in Black）
●→BlueCurrent  Overhead reel Model（Rod in Green）

This is characteris�cs comparison of BlueCurrent series 
(SiC-S/stainless frame guide )which are loaded 250g weight on 
�p.This series have more versa�lity than BlueCurrent TZ 
series.76 Stream which was added in 2018 have been designed 
specifically for manipula�ng plug to aim Rockfish, black sea 
bream or seabass. 
82F have been designed to cast float rig a long distance and also 
loaded enough power to keep seabass under control. Regarding 
overhead models, 63 and 71 are for light target, then 78 is good 
to be used for black sea bream, rockfish or seabass.

These are comparison images of BlueCurrent TZ series which 
are loaded 250g weight on �p. 4 new models added to TZ/NANO 
series in 2019 to enhance this category. 
83TZ/NANO retuned to be sharper and tougher while increasing 
flexibility and sensi�vity compared to previous 83TZ. (Rods in 
green and orange) 93TZ/NANO is designed as totally different 
model from previous 91TZ to enhance versa�lity as All-Range. 
67TZ/NANO and 71TZ/NANO which are added as jig head 
special is designed to become more flexible and sensi�ve while 
enhancing the speed and force of reshape to original posi�on. 

※These images are not illustrated on the full potential 
or characteristics of rods. Please understand that 
these pictures are taken under the limited situation, it 
was loaded with weight on rods gently.

Shore Casting
EARLY Plus / EARLY for Surf

Ballistick / Ballistick Bait / Ballistick HIRA
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Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)　　　Joint:Put over Ferrule   
Reel Seat: [100M・102MH・98H] DPS18/BACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut  [96M] VSS17/BACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut  [Rest of All] VSS16/All modelBACK STOP BACK STOP Double Nut(Fuji)

EARLY Plus for Seabass game which have been highly regarded 
since it have been released because of that cost performance as 
�shing rod that is proudly made in japan without any 
compromises. Every single Blank which is produced by 
YAMAGA Blanks is designed to pursue the lightness, the 
ability of casting and toughness as a reliable tool for �shing. 
�e characteristic of EARLY Plus is blanks which has been 
loaded sharpness and tenacious bu� section with toughness. 
Once large seabass is on, rod will be bent and power of li�ing 
will increase when it is bent more and more.

a.435mm
b.570mm

����� ��������

a.435mm
b.570mm

����� ����������

a.405mm
b.540mm

����� ���������

Suitable reel size   D:3000 / S:3000～4000

a.385mm
b.520mm
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Suitable reel size   D:3000 / S:3000～4000

a.350mm
b.490mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2500 / S:C3000

a.340mm
b.480mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2500 / S:2500～C3000

a.365mm
b.485mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2500～3000 / S:C3000～4000

a.375mm
b.500mm
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Suitable reel size   D:2500～3000 / S:C3000～4000

a.345mm
b.465mm

����� ���������

Suitable reel size   D:2500 / S:2500～C3000

This has been tuned as special model not only for Seabass but also for Hair-tail from 
shore. We have designed this well balanced model to keep jig head under control and 
jerking with a steady rhythm. Tip and belly sec�on which have go�en flexibility and 
high sensi�vity will help you to manipulate minnow around 12～14 cm when you aim 
at trophy size of Seabass.
Target：Seabass・Hair-tail / Lure：Lures for wind fishing・Minnows around 12cm
Field：Port・Estuary

EARLY Plus 81M

2pcs    Length: 2475mm    Weight: 130g    Price:
Lure: 6~32g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

This is the one that enable angler to manipulate vibra�on without any stress and to 
feel good response when you are jerking minnow hard. We have designed this model 
to manipulate lures which you can sense the feeling of resistance of water when you 
retrieve it without any stress. Of course it have been loaded high sensi�vity to sense 
the feeling of small contact while you are manipula�ng lure. You will be able to no�ce 
that you will have less problem when it is hooked up itself, lands fish smoothly with 
it even when you are wading. We propose this model to seabass fisher who is 
searching big fish in all of range of the waters.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish・Hair-tail / Lure：All kind of Vibra�ons・All kind of Minnow
Field：Port・Rivers

EARLY Plus 86M

2pcs    Length: 2580mm    Weight: 142g    Price:
Lure: 6~32g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

This has been designed to be fished on surf or mouth of large river and it have been 
loaded enough power and speed on blanks to cast heavy lures such as metal 
vibra�on or heavy jig head in against wind. We think that you will be able to feel it 
has not only enough toughness on bu� sec�on to keep fish under control even in 
backwash. And you will be able to do light jigging from shore using metal jig which 
is up to 35g with it.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass・Small sized Blue-Runner / Field : Surf・Rocks・Port・Estuary
Lure：All kind of Vibra�ons・All kind of Minnow・Heavy Jig Head・Metal Jig

EARLY Plus 96M

2pcs    Length: 2895mm    Weight: 170g    Price:
Lure: 7~35g   Line: PE 0.8~2

This is a long length rod for not only large sized sea bass but also for black fin sea bass 
or small sized blue runner. 102MH has been designed for the game where you may 
require to cast large plugs long distance or light shore jigging game that you can 
manipulate jigs around 50g rhythmically. This is the powerful model with tough bu� 
sec�on which will enable anglers to stop the large sizes on the last-ditch effort. 
Target：Seabass・Black Fin Seabass・Blue-Runner（around 1～3kg）
Lure：Minnow over 14cm・Plugs for Blue-Runner・Metal Jig / Field：Rocks・Surf・Dikes et

EARLY Plus 102MH

2pcs    Length: 3100mm    Weight: 213g    Price:
Lure: 12~50g   Line: PE 1.2~3

Early+ 98H will be able to cover the situa�ons where you use big bait, metal jig or 
large lures like top plug for bluerunner. This is the most powerful model of Early+ 
series that enables anglers to pull out large sized sea bass from wave dissipa�ng 
block, to fight against Blue runner around 5kg. Although it has go�en the power like 
once you fish with it you will feel the lightness and sharpness of it. 
Target：Seabass・Blue-Runner（Up to 5kg）
Lure：Big Bait・Plugs for Blue-Runner・Metal Jig / Field : Rocks・Surf・Dickes etc

EARLY Plus 98H

2pcs    Length: 2935mm    Weight: 224g    Price:
Lure: 18~60g   Line: PE 1.5~3

This 88ML is versa�le model which is the core of this series. Early+ 88ML has been 
designed to manipulate minnow around 12cm mainly, or various lures like 
vibra�ons, sinking pencil etc… This comfortable length is good to be fished at 
mudflats or wading fishing in the river mouth.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Minnow around 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking pencil　 
Field：Mudflat・Estuary

EARLY Plus 88ML

2pcs    Length: 2630mm    Weight: 140g    Price:
Lure: 7~28g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Early+ 95ML is the best model to explore the huge area like mudflats, river mouth or 
surf. To search the pin spot of changes of landscape or explore the sea current widely, 
this is the perfect rod for search game in an open area. Although this is ML class rod, it 
has been loaded with enough power on the bu� sec�on to make large size class sea bass 
under control, which means, it is strong enough to fight a big fish from rocks or surf.
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Minnow around 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking Pencil
Field：Mudflat・Estuary・Surf・Rocks

EARLY Plus 95ML

2pcs    Length: 2855mm    Weight: 147g    Price:
Lure: 7~28g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Early+ 92XML have blanks which has been combined with sensi�veness and high 
resilience �p with persistence and tough bu� sec�on. This has been loaded more 
power than 95ML in order to aim the large size sea bass at the field where the current 
is running rapidly like large river, river mouth or straits. The large sea bass and many 
other big ones has been caught with this 92XML. This could be called a ranker hunter.
Target：Seabass / Lure : Minnow 12cm・Vibra�ons・Sinking pencil
Field：Straits・Rocks・Estuary・Rivers・Surf

EARLY Plus 92XML

2pcs    Length: 2780mm    Weight: 147g    Price:
Lure: 7~32g   Line: PE 0.8~2

Suitable reel size   D:3000～3500 / S:4000

Suitable reel size   D:3500～4000 / S:4000～5000

Target / Seabass・Flatfish・Hair-tail・Small sized Blue-Runner

EARLY Plus / Seabass Series / 9 Line up 

Early+ 100M is the best to be used at the field where long distance cas�ng is 
required  like rocks, dikes, surf or large rivers. Although it has go�en enough power 
on the blanks to cast minnow over 14cm or like heavy vibra�on, it has also got high 
level of sensi�vity. 
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Minnow around 12～14cm・Vibra�ons
・Sinking pencil・Metal Jig / Field：Rocks・Estuary・Surf・Dikes etc

EARLY Plus 100M
Lure: 10~35g   Line: PE 1~2.5

2pcs    Length: 3055mm    Weight: 187g    Price:
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Guide: TZ Titanium frame K Guide + Top Guide : Flange Ring Guide（Fuji）     Reel Seat: [92ML・86M・94M] VSS16  [Rest of All]:VSS16(Fuji)     Joint: Spigot Ferrule 

Ballistick series are �agship models for Seabass game from 
YAMAGA Blanks to adjust the various situation and we have 
succeeded to achieve all factors that are required to make it 
excellent seabass rod without any compromise.  
NANOALLOY® from TO�Y have been loaded to blank itself  to get 
high cast ability and high sensitiveness to keep �sh under control.

a.350mm
b.450mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

a.350mm
b.450mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

a.355mm
b.460mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓2500~3000 / S︓C3000~4000

a.355mm
b.470mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000 / S︓3000~4000

a.385mm
b.500mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000

If you are required to twitch or jerk minnow delicately, we recommend you to 
choose this 92ML which have been loaded sensi�ve �p sec�on. Also it was 
designed to be well balanced and high responded model with sensi�veness. You 
will be able to take this for seabass fishing does not ma�er day game or night game 
to lure the big one with this strength and sensi�veness.
Target : Seabass / Lure : Plug / Field : Estuary・Port

Ballistick 92ML  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 2790mm    Weight: 120g    Price:
Lure: 5~24g   Line: PE 0.6~1.2

This is the mul�-purpose seabass rod to cover various situa�on with minnow, 
sinking pencil or vibra�on lures. You will be able to sense changes of current or �ny 
contact of seabass thanks to sharpness and sensi�veness of blank itself. Of course 
it have been go�en enough power to land fish at your own will.
Target : Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure : Plug
Field : Rivers(lower to mouth)・Port・Surf・Mudflats

Ballistick 94M  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 2850mm    Weight: 143g    Price:
Lure: 6~35g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

If you wish to cast heavy lure as such as minnow size around 14cm, metal jig, sinking 
pencil or heavy vibra�on further, we recommend you to choose 96MMH. We 
promise that you will be able to cast heavy lure a great distance on surf or rocks 
even in headwind.  96MMH will help you to maintain your concentra�on because 
you will hardly get �red thanks to lightness and handleability of it.
Target : Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure : Plug・Metal jig / Field : Surf・Rocks・Estuary

Ballistick 96MMH  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 2910mm    Weight: 151g    Price:
Lure: 8~38g   Line: PE 1~2

When you aim huge seabass on surf or rocks, 102MH will be your reliable partner 
for sure. It is powerful enough to aim huge Seabass over a meter or even Black-Fin 
Seabass and small sized Blue-Runner on rocks.  We recommend you to take 102MH 
if you are going to aim large fla�ish on surf thanks to poten�al of power, sharpness, 
and ability of cas�ng. 
Target : Seabass・Big sized Fla�ish / Lure : Plug・Metal jig
Field : Surf・Rocks・Estuary of large river

Ballistick 102MH  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 3110mm    Weight: 177g    Price:
Lure: 8~42g   Line: PE 1~2

Guide: SiC-S stainless frame K guide(Fuji)    Reel Seat: DPS18(Fuji)　　Joint: Put over Ferrule

a.420mm
b.525mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000~C5000

a.430mm
b.535mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000~4000 / S︓4000~C5000

a.435mm
b.540mm
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000~4000 / S︓4000~C5000

If you wish to cast and manipulate various kind of lures as such as minnow 9cm class, 
sinking pencil minnow 40g, jig minnow or jig head, this EARLY 103M is going to be 
enable you to fish comfortably thanks to that excellent cas�ng feel. As long as you 
have loaded power on blanks even small amount, you can get enough distance 
without losing energy and concentra�ons. This 103M can be handled by any level 
and type of anglers for sure.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig etc
Field：Surf・Rocks・Estuary

NEW EARLY 103M 

2pcs    Length: 3150mm    Weight: 174g    Price:
Lure: 8g~42g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

109MMH have been loaded specialized ability to deliver plugs much farther than 
you can imagine even if its small or big plugs. Flexible and sensi�ve �p sec�on will 
be enable you to not only cast light lure easily but also sense slightly changes of 
current or situa�ons of bo�om sea even in night �me. You can handle plug around 
45g without any stress as same as 105MH, so please take this 109MMH to aim 
seabass or black fin seabass from rocky or sandy beach.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass＆Black fin seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig
Field：Surf・Rocks

NEW EARLY 109MMH 

2pcs    Length: 3295mm    Weight: 195g    Price:
Lure: 8~50g   Line: PE 1~2

This 105MH have most powerful blanks of new 10� series to deliver 50g of lure 
farther than ever you have reached. Especially the bu� sec�on of 105MH have been 
loaded huge power to launch heavy lure farther than your expecta�ons and also to 
keep big target under control without losing ini�a�ve. High versa�lity employed to 
blanks for target as such as seabass, black fin seabass, or blue runner from rocky and 
sandy beach, rocks or piers.
Target：Fla�ish・Seabass＆Black fin seabass / Lure：Plug・Jig head・Metal Jig etc
Field：Surf・Rocks

NEW EARLY 105MH 

2pcs    Length: 3180mm    Weight: 192g    Price:
Lure: 10~50g   Line: PE 1~2

New model

We have developed 3 types of new EARLY which are 103M, 
105MH and 109MMH for �shing on sandy or rocky beach.
We have focused on ability of long distance cast, lightness to 
keep your concentration higher and strength to deliver heavy 
jig farther than you think.   
Of course these are good to be used for �at �sh with minnow, 
metal jig or jig head on surf, also suits to black �n seabass or 
blue runner from surf.
Additionally, these three will work for tougher situation such 
as light shore jigging to aim blue runner, black �n seabass from 
rocks.
Although these are perfect for surf �shing, you can �sh on 
various situations and �elds to aim many kind of target with 
these 3 kind of new face.
We believe that you will be able to hunt big one which might be 
hiding the spot where you could not reach.

Target/ Flatfish・Seabass・Black fin seabass
・Small sized Blue-Runner

EARLY / Surf Game Series / 3 Line up

Ballistick / Seabass Series / 5 Line up

This is the medium class rod which have been loaded versa�lity to use lure from 
minnow sized 9～14cm to heavy vibra�on without any stress when you are wading. 
If you do not want to lose ini�a�ve when you have hooked huge seabass up while 
you are wading in the river, it will work for you because of powerful bu� sec�on 
with NANOALLOY® technology.
Target : Seabass / Lure : Minnow 9~14cm・Plug / Field : Rivers・Mudflats

Ballistick 86M  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 2605mm    Weight: 122g    Price:
Lure: 6~32g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

Target/ Seabass・Flatfish
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Guide: SiC-S Titanium flame K Guide(Fuji)         Reel Seat: [810ML・85M] ACS16  [Rest of All] ACS17(Fuji)       Joint: [710XH] Grip joint  [Rest of All] Spigot Ferrule

a.395mm
b.490mm
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a.405mm
b.520mm
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a.353mm
b.469mm
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a.353mm
b.465mm
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Guide: TZ Titanium flame K Guide + Top Guide : Flange Ring Guide(Fuji)   　Reel seat: DPS18/BACK STOP Dubble nut (Fuji)     Joint: Spigot Ferrule
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Suitable reel size   D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000
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This technical rod let you land huge fish very smoothly without losing ini�a�ve and 
you will be able to get less chance of hook off thanks to flexibility of blanks 
themselves. Flexibility of blanks employed NANOALLOY® technology will apply good 
pressure to fish con�nuously. More flexibility than MH class is loaded to blank of �p 
to belly sec�on without losing sharpness when you cast. It have been adjusted to use 
light line, cast and manipulate lure comfortably. If you are going to try variety of 
tac�cs and method to lure monster fish, this 107M must be a huge advantage for you.
Target : Black fin seabass / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons / Field :Rocks

Ballistick HIRA 107M  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 3230mm    Weight: 196g    Price:
Lure: 7~40g   Line: Max PE 1.5

This is one of the perfect rod for Black-Fin Seabass to cover various situa�on and field 
to aim it. You will be able to cast and manipulate, not only minnow Black-Fin Seabass 
but also any kind of lures as such as small sized sinking pencil, vibra�on or jig head 
even in headwind. Although this is the MH class rod, it has loaded enough power to 
fight and keep large sized Black-Fin Seabass under control.
Target : Black fin seabass / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons / Field :Rocks

Ballistick HIRA 107MH  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 3230mm    Weight: 198g    Price:
Lure: 7~45g   Line: Max PE 2

Although this 11MH have been designed for Black-Fin Seabass, it is tough enough to keep 
Blue Runner up to 5kg under control. Of course, you will be able to manipulate plug 
delicately and once you hooked even huge one at tough field, you will never lose ini�a�ve 
for sure. If you are an angler who fish in tough situa�ons and wish to land fish smoothly 
without any stress, we recommend you to take 11MH which will be huge advantage for you.
Target : Black fin seabass・BlueRunner / Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons・Metal jig / Field :Rocks

Ballistick HIRA 11MH  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 3360mm    Weight: 228g    Price:
Lure: 8~50g   Line: Max PE 2.5

This is the mighty rod for Black-Fin Seabass. Although it is powerful enough to catch 
Black-Fin Seabass over 10kg, you will sense how light and sharp it is when you 
actually fish. You don’t have to worry about hooking Blue Runner up suddenly when 
you are trying to aim Black Fin Seabass because of ul�mate power hidden in blanks 
of 11 H. But it is not just tough rod. Once you hold it and cast, manipulate heavy lure 
in headwind, we believe that you will no�ce that it has been loaded sharpness and 
sensi�veness on blanks to make expert or even beginner anglers sa�sfy.
Target : Black fin seabass・BlueRunner
Lure : Plug・Vibra�ons・Metal jig / Field :Rocks・Isolated island

Ballistick HIRA 11H  TZ/NANO

2pcs    Length: 3360mm    Weight: 241g    Price:
Lure: 10~60g   Line: Max PE 3

This is the long distance shooter which will cover seabass game with plugs at river 
mouth or port and also light jigging game from surf.  Blanks of 93M have been 
designed to let anglers manipulate and cast many kind of lures such as vibra�on, 
sinking pencil, metal jig, and large sized minnow without any stress. 
Target：Seabass・Fla�ish / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Estuary・Surf・Mudflats・Rocks

Ballistick 93M  NANO   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2830mm    Weight: 159g    Price:
Lure: 8~42g   Line: PE 1~2

This is over head model with massive power to fish from rocky shore. We have 
loaded enough power, cast ability and sensi�veness to blanks of these to aim black 
fin seabass in tough situa�on.For example you are required to cast against head 
wind, on the fight at rocky beach or else. You will be surprised that accuracy cast, 
quickness to make first ac�on, power of li�ing and dexterity performance of this 
103MH/NANO is as a versa�le overhead tackle. Of course, this is recommended to 
anglers who are aiming at giant flat fish from surf while using jig, vibra�on or plas�c 
warm effec�vely. Although it has go�en so incredible power on blanks, you can 
develop some strategy of the game sensi�vely and delicately as same as spinning 
tackle while fishing with heavier line.
Target：Seabass（Including Black-fin seabass）・Small sized Blue-runner
Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Rocks・Surf

Ballistick 103MH  NANO   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 3135mm    Weight: 191g    Price:
Lure: 10~45g   Line: PE 1.5~2.5

This is the special model to cast and manipulate Big Bait lures included lures for large 
mouth bass.  You will be able to cast and manipulate Big Bait at your own will with 
this 710XH. We recommend this 710XH for anglers who are going to aim at seabass 
which is staying in rapid current or pin spot around structures as well as looking for 
large sized bait fish such as shad or sweet fish that is going down stream to spawn.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug(Big bait) / Field：Rivers・Port

Ballistick 710XH BIG-BAIT   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2385mm    Weight: 210g    Price:
Lure: Max 120g   Line: Max PE 3

This is special tuned model to pursue accuracy of cast when you fish at upper or mid 
of the river.  Moderate Modulus of these blanks will help anglers to cast lure with 
minimum mo�on and deliver it to underneath of over hung at your own will with 
higher accuracy.It is well designed to let anglers manipulate lure in a current river 
without any stress, and well balanced power which is accumulated inside of the 
blank will help anglers to pull the big one out from even rapid current.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug
Field：Rivers（Especially the flow velocity field in the upper - middle region）

Ballistick 810ML RC  NANO   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2695mm    Weight: 134g    Price:
Lure: 7~32g   Line: PE 0.8~1.5

This is the basic model for seabass game on rivers and port. You will be able to 
manipulate vibra�ons or sinking pencil which effects the lures when it is falling in the 
water at your own will and also accuracy cast around structures with this 85M.This is 
also good for rockfish game while u�lizing sharpness and s�ffness of blanks.
Target：Seabass / Lure：Plug・Metal jig/ Field：Rivers・Port

Ballistick 85M  NANO   Overhead reel Model

2pcs    Length: 2560mm    Weight: 136g    Price:
Lure: 8~42g   Line: PE 1~2

Suitable reel size   D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000

Suitable reel size   D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~6000

Suitable reel size   D︓3500~4000 / S︓4000~6000

Ballistick Hira for black �n seabass have been designed to cast 
even in rough condition without loosing accuracy and to keep 
your initiative while you are �ghting with unexpected big �sh on 
complicated rocky shore.
Even though you might feel some sti�ness when you hold it, It is 
sensitive and �exible enough to control �sh smoothly reducing 
the chance of breaking o�.
Blanks will keep applying good amount of pressure on �sh thanks 
to potential and characteristics of NANOALLLOY® technology.

Blanks of Ballistick overhead models are adjusted to be utilized 
advantage of overhead tackles as such as casting feel, 
sensitivity, toughness, and stability of reeling.
Although blanks of these are quite �exible to be loaded weight 
of lure easily, you will notice that enough sharpness is hidden 
inside of these.

Target / Black fin Seabass・Flatfish・BlueRunner

Ballistick HIRA / Black fin Seabass Model  / 4 Line up

Target / Seabass・Flatfish・Black fin seabass

Ballistick Overhead reel Model / Seabass Series / 5 Line up 
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Guide: [96ML・100M] SiC-S stainless frame K guide  [97MMH] SiC-S Stainless frame K guide+SiC Ocean guide  [Rest of All] SiC Ocean guide(Fuji)
         Reel Seat: [96ML・100M] DPS18  [Rest of All] DPS20(Fuji)          Joint: [106H] Put over Ferrule  [Rest of All] Spigot Ferrule

BlueSniper shore casting series have been loaded sharpness,
Lightness and high usability while taking advantage of 
NANOALLOY® technology from TO�Y. ML class which is 
suited to light weight of minnows or sinking pencil, H class to 
manipulate up to 200mm of diving pencil and jigs over 100g. 
�e potentials which are hidden in blanks of these 6 models will 
enable you to cover various situations and �eld without losing 
initiative of anglers. Remarkable characteristics of these series 
are �exibility and sensitiveness of tip section to make lures 
swim more like real �sh, and toughness of bu� section to pull 
heavy �sh up to surface while applying the good amount of 
pressure on �sh.
Which means that we have pursued basic performance as shore 
casting rod. Win some, lose some…it is depend on judgement 
you have made at crucial phase.  �is BlueSniper shore casting 
series has been designed as a rod which will support you to 
make a right decision to land memorial �sh.

a.480mm
b.635mm
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a.480mm
b.635mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓4000 / S︓6000~8000

a.500mm
b.710mm
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a.500mm
b.710mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓4500 / S︓6000~10000

a.500mm
b.710mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓5000~5500 / S︓8000~14000

a.500mm
b.710mm
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Suitable reel size  D︓5000~5500 / S︓8000~14000

This is medium light shore jigging rod to aim small sized of yellowtail, amberjack 
and cero. This would be suited jigs around 40g, minnow around 10cm～14cm from 
break water or surf. You can handle it like a seabass rod but huge bu� power is 
hidden in blank itself to keep even mid-sized Blue Runner under control. You can 
manipulate not only metal jig or minnow but also sinking pencil bait or vibra�on to 
have an advantage on situa�ons that you are faced out there.  
Target：Small sized Blue-runner・Fla�ish / Lure：Plug・Metal jig
Field：Piers・Rocks・Surf

BlueSniper 96ML

2pcs    Length: 2935mm    Weight: 223g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~60g / Plug ~40g   Line: Max PE 2　Drag Max: 3kg/45°

BlueSniper 100M

2pcs    Length: 3070mm    Weight: 245g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~80g / Plug ~50g   Line: Max PE 3　Drag Max: 4.5kg/45°

This is the mid power model which have been loaded toughness and lightness to 
aim blue runner around 3kg from pier or surf. You can take advantage of its length 
to aim fish that feeding in the distance with high accuracy. If you are going to fish at 
field where current flows rapidly and fish have caught �de, you can s�ll keep it 
under control with this 100M. Even you are in a severe situa�on you will be able to 
have an advantage on figh�ng with monster fish.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Piers・Rocks

BlueSniper 97MMH which is well tuned with flexible �p and powerful bu�. It 
enable you to manipulate jig and plug at your will without failure thanks to its nice 
and flexible �p sec�on. Especially when you use jig, it will reduce physical burden 
of angler thanks to its length. Yet 97MMH works well for Blue Runner around 3～
5kg, you can fight against to even over 5kg without anxious because of its tough 
and tenacity bu� sec�on.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Piers・Rocks

BlueSniper 97MMH

2pcs    Length: 2950mm    Weight: 296g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~100g / Plug ~60g   Line: Max PE 4　Drag Max: 6kg/45°

This is the standard of New BlueSniper to aim Blue Runner around 4～5kg. If you 
fish with jig around 80～100g, plug around 60g we recommend you to choose this 
100MH. Flexible �p sec�on which have ability to manipulate lure sensi�vely and 
aggressively. Breathtaking bu� power enable you to pull the monster fish up from 
bo�om of the sea. This have been well balanced as all round model to cast and 
manipulate jig or plug at high level. 
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Piers・Rocks

BlueSniper 100MH

2pcs    Length: 3070mm    Weight: 307g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~120g / Plug ~80g   Line: Max PE 4　Drag Max: 6kg/45°

This is the specialized model to manipulate plugs without any failure. You can cast 
even big diving pencil bait sized around 200mm, and also you can manipulate jigs up 
to 130g without any stress. Even when you try to aim Blue Runner that over 10kg 
from rough field as such as rocky shore or else, this 106H PS is going to be a huge 
advantage thanks to sensi�veness and li�ing power which is a�ributable to 
NANOALLOY® technology from TORAY.  
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Plug・Metal jig / Field：Rocks

BlueSniper 106H   PlugSpecial

2pcs    Length: 3215mm    Weight: 325g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~130g / Plug ~100g   Line: Max PE 5　Drag Max: 8kg/45°

This is the model which is tuned power and length perfectly to manipulate jig as you 
wish while reducing burden of anglers. You can cast heavy jig around 150g easily 
and when you fish at field where you are required skill and technique as such as 
deep, rough and current runs rapidly, you will be able to land even yellow fin tuna 
from shore thanks to that poten�al hidden inside of blanks. This is the one for angler 
who fish with jig mainly or looking for specialized model for metal jigs.
Target : BlueRunner / Lure：Metal jig・Plug / Field：Rocks

BlueSniper 910H

2pcs    Length: 3030mm    Weight: 326g    Price:
Lure: Jig ~150g / Plug ~120g   Line: Max PE 5　Drag Max: 8kg/45°

Suitable reel size  D︓3000~3500 / S︓4000~6000

Target / Kingfish・Yellowtail・Amberjack

BlueSniper / for Blue runner  / 6 Line up 

Suitable reel size  D︓4000~4500 / S6000~8000
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